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PROJECT

A Numerical Model for Parity and Imprecision

  Building on the work of Ruth Chang, I develop a numerical model for parity and imprecision in value and in belief.
The basic idea is to replace the notion of an approximate value or an approximate difference in credence with the
notion of an approximate difference in values and an approximate ratio of credences. Thus we can no longer
properly speak of the value (even the approximate value) of an item or the credence (even the approximate
credence) of a proposition, but should speak instead of the approximate difference in values or the approximate
ratio of credences. This simple move turns out to be an extremely powerful device that allows us to go far beyond
what is representable by means of approximate values or approximate credences. We also jettison the idea of
representing parity or imprecision by a set of precise values or a set of precise credences. Sometimes there exists no
underlying set of precise values or precise credences; but, even when they do exist, they do not constitute a useful
tool for computing how parities or imprecisions should be resolved. The framework should admit of a wide range of
applications, and among the applications we wish to consider is one to decision-making in AI, wherein the notion of
an approximate difference or ratio can provide a useful tool for the machine to communicate with the user on how
hard cases are to be resolved.
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